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The digital world offers recruiters a rich array of possibilities 
when it comes to talent attraction. It’s likely that your target 
audience is out there somewhere: interacting on various social 
platforms, responding to posts, discovering the latest trends 
and searching out future employment on career sites, search 
engines and job boards.

The biggest challenge you face is the immense complexity of the 
media landscape. Every blank space, every minute of the day can be 
filled with a message. It has been reported that the average person 
consumes 300-400 messages per day, sometimes more. People have 
a much greater choice of how they get their news and entertainment. 
And they can choose when they do so, using a variety of devices from 
desktop to mobile to connected TV. Some users can use up to five 
different connected devices each day. Some even more.

In the midst of all this complexity, you need to create a digital 
attraction strategy that finds these people and inspires them to 
take an interest in your organisation and, ultimately, apply for a job.

So, you accept the challenge. You do the necessary research, plan 
out the channels that you’ll use and agree the messages and creative 
for each one. But how do you know which channel or combination of  
channels was most successful? Which message struck the right chord?

In this short guide, we take a look at how to go about implementing 
effective solutions to measure the impact of your campaigns in order 
to further innovate, optimise and achieve the very best results.
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Welcome to the 
high-speed world
Nowadays, individuals are caught up in a whirlwind of content. Life 
is busier than ever before and, in between this busyness, there is 
a bombardment of messages. There is a pressure to keep up with 
the latest twitter frenzy, upload pictures, check out recommended 
videos, read a career-inspiring blog and keep an eye out for the latest 
and coolest platform or app.

It’s no wonder that the way we consume content is changing. Speed 
and instant attraction are the key to gaining attention. Short videos 
and eye catching imagery are likely to turn heads more effectively 
than a well thought out 1000-word blog post. 

You need to take all of this into consideration when planning your 
digital strategy, particularly with a young audience who are leading the 
charge on the diminishing attention front. The challenge is not only 
to get in front of your targets but to do so with frequency and using a 
format that makes people notice and react to what you’re saying.
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Measuring success
Marketing best practice dictates that any project should be measured. 
As recruiters, we want to know how we can get the best candidates 
for less. We need a way of understanding which of our strategies is 
working and which isn’t and then adjust future activity accordingly.  

Specifically when we talk about digital channels, we need to be able to:

• Credit the most successful channels and formats
• Work out what to keep and what to ditch
• Optimise campaigns in real time
• Test different Employer Brand messages
• Negotiate better deals with the media
• Explore alternative ways of buying space

Software
There are so many tools on the market for monitoring marketing activity, it’s very 
easy to be bamboozled. Understanding which tool measures which activity and 
how much of a candidate’s journey each one can track can be difficult for recruiters 
to grasp. Costs can also vary widely depending on the type of software you need 
and how established it is. Many campaign management and ad-tracking tools can 
be cost-prohibitive for smaller organisations or those with limited budgets.  

We would encourage all resourcing managers to find out what tools you can 
currently access. Then, when you’ve identified what tools you have, be clear on 
what role each plays and what its data is telling you.

At the very minimum, you should have a website analytics tool to monitor your 
careers site traffic. If you’re using ATS software then you will probably have a 
basic ATS source tracking function. However, understanding the limitations and 
relationships between each tool is crucial. It’s easy to make false predictions 
based on what you think data is telling you.  

One thing’s for sure, if you’re spending any significant amounts of budget on paid 
media then you definitely need to be using an end-to-end tracking solution. One 
which measures cross-device and not one that uses aggregated or representative 
data. Ask your IT department or marketing team to explain what you have access 
to. If you use a recruitment marketing agency, ask them to outline clearly what 
they are measuring for you, what tools are being used and get assurances that 
nothing is being overlooked.
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Barriers to measurement
When you think about how many devices are used by an individual in 
a day and for different transactions, this impacts on the complexity of 
candidate communications and the path to application. 

With constant advances in smart phone technology, updates to the 
EU cookie directive coming in 2018 and user preferences on cookie 
acceptance, it’s important to ensure you’re using a system which 
uses non-PII (Personal Identification Information) data to track users 
and record conversions. At Creed, we like to think we’re ahead of the 
curve and we’re already targeting individuals rather than devices, and 
tracking engagements without the reliance on cookies.

End to End Analysis
The best way of validating your media choices is by measuring them. 
And to do this effectively you need to have data from the entire journey, 
from when your target audience sees your message right through to 
when they enter the interview process and are hired.

End to end analysis gives you a full understanding of how media, 
specific inventory and different creative is performing. This goes beyond 
the numbers of visitors to your careers site and applications generated. 
This data can also tell you what stage of the process candidates are 
up to, which media performs well, and which combination of inventory 
works best.

When it comes to reporting, it’s very easy to be consumed by metrics. 
You can create very pretty dashboards with charts and graphs and 
present a multitude of interesting numbers. But the real skill is in 
interpreting this data and providing answers to one key question:
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How can we hire better quality 
candidates, quicker and cheaper?
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Going further
Collecting data on your digital media strategy’s performance is not 
just about evaluating campaigns and budget investment. This data 

can also be used to shape future strategies in order to:

Model data, predict success and 
recommend future budgets

Reduce attraction budgets

Optimise and evaluate programmatic activity 

Give confidence to invest in emerging 
targeting technologies

Evaluate and feed artificial intelligence 
candidate profiling

Incorporate mobile marketing more 
strategically into campaigns
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Creating a digital media strategy is just the start. Ensuring 
you’re collecting and analysing accurate performance data to 
allow ongoing optimisation and ensure future effectiveness 
should always be front of mind.

If you’re not:

1. Measuring the effectiveness of every piece of 
communication

2. Tracking candidates all the way through their journey, 
from initial exposure to your brand to final offer

3. Evaluating every pound of your advertising budget

then you’re not seeing the full picture.

Effective digital recruitment may require an investment in 
systems that allow you to carry out these required measurements. 
But it’s an investment that can repay itself many times over. For 
example, on one campaign we saved 66% on a budget of £30k. 
On another we saved 45% on an annual media budget of £250k.

Measurement means better quality candidates, lower spend and 
reduced time to hire. It simply makes sense.

If you think you need help improving your digital attraction 
strategies, assessing what’s actually working, or reducing 
your media spend, talk to us.
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To wrap it up


